Rockin' Recorders Student Book

Lessons
- The B Song
- The A Song
- The G Song
- Bag It
- Hot Cross Buns
- Another BAG Song
- Nutcracker March
- Moonlight
- Mary had a Little Lamb
- Long Legged Sailor
- Good News
- Skin and Bones
- It's Raining
- The Broomstick

Warmups
- Twist and Shout
- Let's Get Physical
- Day-O
- It's My Party
- Get Ready for This

Pre-test score:  _ _ _
Performance test: _ _ _
Post-test score: _ _ _
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The "B" Song  (*Circle the quarter rest.*)

B is the first note, the easy one to play. One finger, one thumb, I could play all day.

The "A" Song  (*Circle the Half Note.*)

A is next and harder. Two things can go wrong. Cover both the holes and blow a gentle song along.

The "G" Song  (*Circle the Treble Clef.*)


Bag It!!  (*Circle the Half Rest*)

B is the first note. B B B A is for two fingers don't you see?

G this is easy as one two three. B A G.
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Hot Cross Buns  *(Circle the Time Signature and write in the letter names.)*

```
\begin{music}
\begin{fibre}
\textbf{\textit{\textbf{\footnotesize{Hot Cross Buns}}}}
\textbf{\footnotesize{(Circle the Time Signature and write in the letter names.)}}
\textbf{\textit{\textbf{\footnotesize{Another BAG Song}}} (Circle the Key Signature..)}
\textbf{\footnotesize{If you play this song correctly and don’t let the music drag, you will learn this song so well that it will soon be in the BAG!}}
\textbf{\textit{\textbf{\footnotesize{Nutcracker March}}} (Circle the triplet..)}
\textbf{\footnotesize{lyric by Janna Roudolph}}
\textbf{\footnotesize{Oh, let us go marching through this land. Oh, let us go marching through this land.}}
\textbf{\textit{\textbf{\footnotesize{Moonlight}}} (How many beats are in each measure? ____)}
\end{fibre}
\end{music}
```
Mary Had A Little Lamb  (Write in the letter names.)

Long Legged Sailor  (Circle the skips.)

Have you ever ever ever in your long legged life seen a long legged sailor or with a long legged wife?

Good News  (Circle the syn-co-pa pattern.)

Good news, chariot's a comin' Good news, chariot's a comin' Good news, Char-i-ot's a comin' and I don't want it to leave me behind.
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Skin and Bones (Circle the repeat sign. How many beats per measure? ___)

There was an old woman all skin and bones.

Oooo Oooo Ooo Oooo

It's Raining It's Pouring (Circle the interval E to A.)

It's raining it's pouring the old man is snoring.

Went to bed and he bumped his head and he couldn't get up in the morning.

The Broomstick (Circle the slurs. Box the tie.)

The witch is on her broom-stick, riding very fast.

Ooo Ooo Ooo Ooo Halloween at last
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